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taire who, in speaking of Guicciardini's statement, (that
the Lord Alexander P.P. VI was the victim of venom
which He had set for his cardinals, that, having killed
them, He might take their treasure,) says,
"All the enemies of the Holy See have welcomed this horrible
anecdote. I myself do not believe it at all; and my chief reason lies
in its extreme improbability. It is evident that the envenoming of
a dozen cardinals at supper would have caused the Father and the
son1 to become so execrable, that nothing could have saved them
from the fury of the Roman people, and of the whole of Italy. Such
a crime never could have been concealed. Even supposing that it
had not been avenged by all Italy leagued together, it was directly
contrary to the interests of Cesare (detto) Borgia. The Pope was
on the verge of the grave. The Borgia faction was powerful
enough to elect one of its own creatures: was it likely that the
votes of cardinals would be gained by envenoming a dozen of them?
I make bold to say to Guicciardini, 'Europe has been deceived by "
you, and you have been deceived by your feelings. You were the
enemy of the Pope; you have followed the advice of your hatred.
It is true that He had used vengeance cruel and perfidious, against
foes perfidious and cruel as Himself. Hence you conclude that a
Pope of the age of seventy-two years could not die a natural death.
You maintain, on vague rumour, that an aged sovereign, whose
coffers at that time contained more than a million of gold ducats,2
desired to envenom several cardinals that He might seize their
treasures. But were these treasures so important? The treasures of
cardinals nearly always were removed by their gentlemen before
the Popes could seize them. Why do you think that so prudent a
Pope cared to risk the doing of so very infamous a deed for so very
small a gain; a deed that could not be done without accomplices;
and that sooner or later must have been discovered? May I not
trust the official accounts of the Pope's sickness, more than the
mere rumours of the mob? That official account declares the Pope
to have died of a double-tertian fever. There is not the slightest
vestige of proof in favour of the accusation which you have brought
against his memory. His son Borgia3 happened to fall sick at the
time when his Father died. That is the sole foundation for the story
of the venom.'"
1	M. de Voltaire speaks of Duke Cesare (detto Borgia) as "the
son."	.
 2	Ducato d'oro=half a guinea with four times its purchasing
power. A million of gold ducats would equal £2,000,000 sterling.
 3	M. de Voltaire speaks of Duke Cesare (detto Borgia) as the
Pope's son; and of the Pope as Duke Cesare's Father.

